BRACKET FIX

CHANNEL FIX (NO BRACKETS)
For pure minimalism
choose channel fix.
Channel fix installations
conveys a ‘floating
glass’ look.

Bracket fix is the

Channel fix involves

standard

the installation of an

installation

anodised aluminium

method for all

channel into the wall -

showerscreens.

which is done during
the tiling process.

Consisting of 2 x
cube hinge patch
fittings, both
brackets are
installed at right
angles to the
glass and screw
fixed to the tiles.

Sectional view of
Channel Fix method
to wall
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CHANNEL FIX INSTALLATION PROCESS (STANDARD HEIGHT = 2m)
WALL TILING

STEP

1

SETTING OUT
Once shower size and shape for setting out has been
determined, contact Verotti so that a channel can
be supplied to your builder/tiler.

STEP

5

Wall tiling can commence. It’s best to have your tiler install the
channel while tiling and grouting. This allows the tiler to cut the
channel at the correct height*. For the best effect, the channel
should finish at the same height as the grout line. The channel
should also finish flush with the tiles. *Height variations can be
accommodated, please direct your height enquiry to the place of purchase.

STEP-DOWN

STEP

2
STEP

3

STEP
A minimum of 10mm step-down into the shower recess from
finished bathroom tile level is recommended. This prevents
the need for an aluminum water bar, giving your bathroom a
more minimalist finish. (This complies to Australian
Standards for a shower recess)

LAYING OF FLOOR ANGLE
Prior to waterproof membrane being installed, an aluminium
floor angle is to be laid down relative to the shower enclosure
foot print. The builder/tiler/waterproofer is responsible for
ensuring the angles are either 90 degrees or 135 degrees as
per configuration required. The channel is not required to be
run along the floor. The glass will sit on top of the step-down.

6
STEP

7

FINAL MEASURES
Once floor & wall tiling has been completed, please contact
Verotti so that a final measure can be scheduled. Allow 2-3
days ahead of time for the final measure to be scheduled.

INSTALLATION
Installation will commence approximately 10-15 business days
after final measure. Please note – fixed panels will be installed
first and allowed to dry prior to the door being installed 48
hours later (to allow proper curing of silicone).

FLOOR TILING

STEP

4

STEP
It is crucial that the angles of either 90 degrees or 135 degrees
are achieved when laying the floor tiles. The builder/project
manager is responsible for ensuring this is carried out by the
tiler. (Additional charges will be incurred if custom angled
hardware is required).

8

SHOWER TIME!
Shower can be used 24 hours after completion of installation.

ATTENTION: BUILDER / TILER

T 1300 VEROTTI
F 1300 837 888

IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY FOR CORRECT INSTALLATION OF THE CHANNEL.
IF YOU ARE UNSURE OR HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THE PROCESS, CALL 1300 837 688
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